Abstract. Let /(G) denote the independence number of a graph G. We introduce A(G) limk-. (Gk)/IV(G)I k, where the categorical graph product is used. This limit, surprisingly, lies in the range (0,1/2] U (1. We can show that this limit can take any such rational number, but is there any G for which A(G) is irrational? A useful technique for bounding A(G) is to consider special spanning subgraphs.
graph parameter (such as independence number or chromatic number) of a graph by "multiplying" G by itself k times and examining the growth of the parameter on Gk. For example, the Shannon capacity [12, 15, 16 ] of a graph G is defined by G)1/ where (R) is the strong product of graphs and/(H) denotes the independence number of graph H (i.e., the maximum cardinality of an independent set of vertices of H).
The Shannon capacity of a graph arose from a problem of transmission of words over a noisy line but has a number of other applications (see [12] ).
Another such concept is the ultimate chromatic number of a graph G; that is, X(G)-liin (x($ki_lG)) ilk.
(Here denotes the lexicographic product and x(H) the chromatic number of H.) This was introduced by Hilton, Rado, and Scott [11] (see also [5] ) and is related to the problem of assigning radio frequencies to vehicles operating in zones (see Gilbert [6] and Roberts [13, 14] ). The determination of both the Shannon capacity for some graphs and the ultimate chromatic number for all graphs can be solved using linear programming techniques. (See [15] for the former and [9] for the latter.)
In contrast to the Shannon capacity, one can investigate the parameter of the independence number by looking at the ratio of this parameter to the total number of vertices in the graph; if IV(G)I n, the ultimate independence ratio of G is I(G) lim l(E]i=lG)/nk, where [::] is the Cartesian product. This was introduced in [10] . analogous (but significantly different) concept.
Let G (V(G),E(G)) be a graph. We will assume that graphs are finite and where IV(G)I n. We show that this limit exists in the next section.
The next two sections deal with upper and lower bounds, respectively. The fourth section investigates disjoint unions of graphs, and we find classes of graphs for which the sequence (l(Gk)/IY(Gk)l) is not constant; i.e., A(G) > (G)/IV(G)I. In the fifth section we look at graphs for which A(G) (G)/IV(G)I and in the last section we pose several problems.
We follow standard graph theoretic terminology (cf. [ [17] . It is easy to see as well that G x H H x G, G x (HUK) (G x H)U(G x K), and x(G x H) <_ min{x:(G), x:(H) }. Whether x(G x H) min{x:(G), x:(H)} is Hedetniemi's conjecture, an open problem that has attracted (and frustrated!) a number of mathematicians (see, for example, [4, 3] 
Proof. If I is an independent set of H then UaelG x {a} is an independent set of G H and thus/(G x H) >_/(H)IV(G)I. The second part follows similarly since the product is commutative. [:] From this lemma it follows that (Gk)/n >_ n(Gk-1)/n k /(Gk-1)/n -1. Therefore the sequence (Gk)/n k is nondecreasing and is bounded above by 1 and so the ultimate categorical independence ratio exists. We contrast this with the ultimate independence ratio of Hell, Yu, and Zhou [10] , where I(G) is the limit of the nonincreasing sequence/(wlik___lG)/nk). 
Proof. From Lemma 2.1 we have that (G H) >_ (H)IV(G)I >_ (H)n for any
graphs G and H.
Suppose that G H can be partitioned so that the subgraphs in each partition are all isomorphic to H. Thus any independent set of G H intersects each part in no more than/(H) many vertices. Therefore/(G H) <_ (H)n. Consequently, (C x H)=/(H)n.
If a graph C is of order n and (2 decomposes into nG, then inductively n-C and (C)/n < (nk-(G))/nk =/(G)/n. Thus A(G) (G)/n. Then A(G) < . 3 . Lower bounds for A(G). If one takes an independent set I in G, then the subset I x G k-1 is an independent set in G k (this is inherent in Lemma 2.1), nd it follows that A(G) Z(G)/]V(G)]. There re graphs (such as the complete graphs) for which equMity holds (we will have more to say bout such graphs later). The following lemm is often useful in showing when independent sets larger than Z(G)]V(G) exist in the product of G and H. If G is the graph in Figure 1 , then/(G)/5 3/5, but (G2)/25 16 
Now as 4/3(G)(n-/3(G)) < n2, the right side tends to 1 as k goes to infinity, and since A(G) >_ [J[/n for all k, we are done.
FI
We have seen that A(C2+1) n/(2n + 1) < 1/2. Thus the addition of a single edge to a graph (here to P2n+I), while changing the ratio of independence number to order by an arbitrarily small amount, may greatly affect the ultimate categorical independence ratio.
We now consider a lower bound which is a companion result to Theorem 2.6. 1, 2,..., k choose of the coordinates and in these coordinates the entries will be taken from H and in the others the entries will be taken from F), with the extra condition that in the first coordinate in which the entries are taken from H they will be restricted to vertices from I. Then J is an independent set of G. This follows since if x, y.. E J then let and j, respectively, be the least indices such that xi I and yj I. Again, we contrast this result with that for the ultimate independence ratio, where it is known [7] that I(G) 1/2 for any bipartite graph G. 
Now we may assume that A(G) >/3(G)/no. We choose e > 0 and we will show that A(G U H) >_ A(G) e. 
In both cases we have that A(G H) A(G). Similarly, we also have that A (G H) A(H), and, therefore, it follows that A(G H) max(A(G), A(H)). 
